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(57) ABSTRACT 
Integrated circuits capable of carrying out transforma 
tions of the "cosine transformation' type, used more 
particularly for the digital processing of images with a 
view to information compression. The versatile and 
compact circuit architecture involves dividing a bus 
into sections separated by switches actuated in phase 
opposition; certain sections are coupled to computing 
operators, whereas others are coupled to memories 
serving for reorganizing the order in which the data is 
presented to the following operators. 
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1. 

INTEGRATED DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING 
CIRCUIT FOR PERFORMING COSNE 

TRANSFORMATION 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets II appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to the digital processing 
of signals and relates more particularly to a circuit able 
to receive signals representing n digital values xiso as to 

5 

10 

produce signals representing n digital coefficients F, of 
the form 

n-1 
F. X xii. 2 y (i) 

This category includes in particular the transforma 
tions called "monodimensional cosine transformations' 
where f(v) is of the form 

cos (2j+1) win 

These transformations are used in particular for pro 
cessing images for preparing transmission thereof in 
digital form. 

In this case, from a block of nXn digital values, nxin 
coefficients F are produced. 
To produce these transformations, algorithms are 

used for example Byeong Gi Lee's algorithm for the 
monodimensional cosine transform. 
Byeong Gi Lee's algorithm is described in the article 

"FCT - a Fast Cosine Transform', published in the 
proceedings IEEE ICASSP of 1984. 
These algorithms are in the form of graphs indicating 

the successive operations to be carried out on the data 
or groups of data which are assumed to arrive in paral 
lel. 
Byeong Gi Lee's algorithm is represented by the 

graph of FIG.1. The input data to be processed are the 
digital values X0 to X15 (16 values), each coded for 
example over 16 bits. The output values are the coeffici 
ents F0 to F15. The input data are processed in pairs in 
a first series of operators which each provide two re 
sults; the results are again processed in pairs in a second 
series of operators which in their turn each supply two 
results, and so on. 

In this graph, two sorts of operators are met with, 
redrawn schematically in FIG. 2; an addition operator 
causes the values A--B and B to correspond to two 
values A and B and a so called "butterfly” operator 
causes the values A+B and C" (A-B) to correspond to 
two values A and B, where C is a multiplicator coeffici 
ent. 

To better identify these Operators in FIG. 1, an addi 
tion operator has been surrounded with a rectangle and 
a butterfly operator with another rectangle. The graph 
of FIG. 1 includes 32 butterfly operators and 17 addi 
tion operators. 

FIG. 2 also shows two other operators used when it 
is desired to carry out the inverse transformation of the 
original transformation, that is to say when it is desired 
to find again values xy from coefficients F. The opera 
tors are respectively a "return' addition operator sup 
plying A--B and A from A and Band a "return' butter 
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2 
fly operator supplying A--cB and A-cB from A and 
B. 
The architectures of the circuits for carrying out 

transformations of the cosine type are designed for 
processing the data in real time, that is to say sufficiently 
rapidly for the results of the calculation to be supplied 
with a flow equal to the data flow entering the circuit. 
An architecture already proposed consists in forming 

microprogrammed operators in parallel for simulta 
neously processing n series of n digital values x. Each 
operator is capable of carrying out very simple opera 
tions under the control of a microprogrammed se 
quencer and the sequence of operations carried out 
makes it possible to execute the whole of the algorithm 
over then series, through an instruction microprogram; 
all the operators simultaneously receive the same in 
struction. Beyong Ge Lee's algorithm for processing 16 
digital values of 16 bits each requires for example about 
500 instructions (addition, transfer from one register to 
another, shift etc...). A block of lines of 16 values each 
is processed by 16 operators each assigned to a line of 16 
values. 

Consequently, in this type of architecture, n non spe 
cialized operators are used capable not only of carrying 
out several types of operations (addition or butterfly, 
outgoing or return), but also of carrying out these oper 
ations over several data appearing successively at the 
inputs of these operators. 

Thus, in the graph of FIG. 1, an operator will execute 
the butterfly operation over two data xo and x15 then 
over two other data x1 and x4 etc, then when it has 
finished a series of eight operations, it will begin again 
on the sixteen results of these operations, that is to say 
first of all on two data which are on the one hand the 
result obtained from x0 and x15 and on the other hand 
the result obtained from x7 and x13 etc. 
FIG. 3 shows how the architecture of such a circuit 

appears, with a working memory of 16 words and an 
operator performing successive operations (32 multipli 
cations and 81 additions) on the words of the memory, 
the operator being controlled by an instruction program 
delivered by a microprogrammed sequencer (about 500 
instructions for executing the transformation over 16 
points). 

In such an architecture it is necessary to cascade two 
circuits so as to perform the bidimensional cosine trans 
formation. 

In another circuit architecture, the lines of 16 digital 
values are introduced sequentially, one after the other 
and, once they are stored, an operator matrix receives 
the sixteen digital values in parallel. The operators are 
those shown in FIG. 2, and they are connected together 
as in the graph of FIG. 1. This is a systolic type archi 
tecture where the topology of the circuit is very close 
to that of the graph. The operators are necessarily "se 
ries' operators that is to say working sequentially first 
of all on the least significant bits of the numbers to be 
processed, then on the bits of immediately higher signif 
icance etc. The 16 digital values are therefore each 
introduced in the form of sixteen bits entering the oper 
ator matrix in series. Each operator processes two well 
defined data; for example one operator is assigned solely 
to the execution of a butterfly operation on the data xo 
and x15, and there will necessarily be other operators for 
processing the other data and the results of the process 
ing of this data. This is an essential difference with the 
above described architecture. This systolic type archi 
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tecture has the advantage of being rapid and compact. 
But the accuracy of the computations is necessarily 
limited, the processing of the blocks of a size less than 
the size normally provided is difficult, and the flexibility 
and versatility of the circuit are low. 
To construct an integrated circuit having very good 

performances in so far as the speed, the compactness, 
the versatility and the aptitude to carry out not only the 
transformation of values xi into coefficients F, but also 
the reverse transformation making it possible to find 
again the values xi from the coefficients F, the present 
invention proposes an architecture different from the 
known architectures. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTON 

This architecture includes: 
a signal transmission bus capable of transmitting a 

signal of p bits representing a digital value, 
switches spaced apart along the bus for letting the 

signals pass along the bus or interrupting these signals, 
two adjacent switches along the bus being actuated in 
phase opposition, so as to divide the bus into sections, 
each bus section communicating alternately with a pre 
ceding section and a following section, 
computing operators are connected to certain sec 

tions of the bus and may receive successive data of p bits 
therefrom, for carrying out a computation on this data 
and sending resulting data over this bus section, 

buffer memories are connected to other bus sections 
so as to receive several successive data therefrom and 
send them over a bus in an order different from the 
order in which they were received, 
each computation operator or buffer memory is con 

trolled by a microprogrammed sequencer. 
With this type of architecture, each stage connected 

to a bus section may communicate over the bus solely 
with one of its two neighbors (the upstream neighbour 
for receiving data therefron, the downstream neigh 
bour for delivering data thereto, thereby providing a 
unidirectional flow of data). 
This structure may be travelled through in both di 

rections so as to perform an inverse transformation for 
finding again the digital values x from coefficients F; 
only the microprogrammed sequencers influence the 
direction of the communication. 
The structure is very versatile in that it makes it possi 

ble to adapt to different transformation algorithms with 
out many circuit modifications; also, for a same algo 
rithm such as that of Byeong Gi Lee, capable of pro 
cessing blocks of 16x16 digital values, by slightly mod 
ifying the microprograms stored in an ROM (or by 
masking certain data in this memory), the input data 
may be processed by blocks of 8x8 or 4x4. This is not 
possible with a systolic architecture. 

Finally, this architecture requires less space than an 
architecture in which a block of nXn data is processed 
by n parallel stages each processing simultaneously n 
data. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Other features and advantages of the invention will 
be clear from reading the following detailed description 
with reference to the accompanying drawings in which: 

FIG. 1 shows the graph of Byeong Gi Lee's algo 
rithm; 
FIG. 2 shows symbolically two elementary outgoing 

operators and two elementary return operators used in 
Byeong Gi Lee's algorithm, 
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4. 
FIG. 3 shows a circuit architecture proposed in the 

prior art; 
F.G. 4 shows the architecture of the invention; 
FIG. 5 shows an elementary operator controlled by 

microprogram; 
FIG. 6 shows the graph of Byeong Gi Lee's algo 

rithm reorganized for correct adaptation to the circuit 
architecture of the invention; and 

FIG. 7 shows the architecture of the circuit formed 
from this reorganized graph. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The architecture of the circuit of the present inven 
tion is shown in FIG. 4. 

It includes essentially a data transmission bus, divided 
into sections separated from each other by switches 
which prevent or allow the passage of data from one 
section to the other. The switches surrounding a given 
section are actuated in phase opposition so that one 
section may communicate with one or other of its two 
neighbors, but not with both at the same time. 
The switches are designated by I1, 2 etc. in the order 

of their succession along the bus. 
The closure phases for the switches are designated by 

phi and phib respectively, phib being the logic comple 
ment of phi. 
To each section are connected either one or more 

computation operators, or a buffer memory. 
The computation operators receive data arriving 

over a bus section to which they are connected and they 
deliver a result over this same section. 
The buffer memories record data arriving over the 

section to which they are connected and they send back 
this data over the same section, but in a different order 
from that in which it arrived. 
The computation operators like the buffer memories 

are each controlled by a respective microprogrammed 
sequencer, the whole of the sequencer being controlled 
by an overall counter whose counting cycle lasts in 
periods Tech for a computation over n data. 
The switching period for the switches separating the 

sections is the period Tech at which the data to be 
processed appears at the input of the circuit, for exam 
ple 74 nanoseconds. The results of the computation 
leave at the same rate. 
With this architecture applied to the graph of FIG. 1, 

it may be provided for the first section B1 to be assigned 
to a first memory MEM1 whose role is to receive the 
dataxi to be processed in the order in which it arrives, 
this during the phases phi, then restoring it during the 
phases phib, but in a different order and more particu 
larly in an order which lends itself well to the first 
computing operation which will be carried out on this 
data. 
The second bus section b2 is connected to one or 

possibly more computing operators which receive data 
to be processed from memory MEMI during the peri 
ods phib. For example, a "butterfly' operator OP1 and 
a butterfly operator OP2 may be provided which work 
practically in parallel (so as to go faster). The operator 
OP1 takes for example the dataxo and x 15 and calculates 
the result whilst the operator OP2 takes the data x1 and 
x14, then operator OP1 takes x3 and x2 while OP2 
carries out its computation, etc. 
The third bus section B3 is connected to a buffer 

memory MEM2 whose role is to receive, during the 
phases phi, the results of the computations carried out 
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by the operators OP1 and OP2, then to restore this data 
during the phases phib but in an order more appropriate 
to processing by the operators of the following sections. 
The fourth bus section includes for example two 

other operators OP3 and OP4 assigned to a second 
series of butterfly operations, that is to say, referring to 
the graph of FIG. 1, to the series of butterfly operations 
which are to be carried out on the results of the butter 
fly operations of the first series. 

For example, xo and x15 had given a first and second 
results; x7 and x8 a third and fourth results; in the opera 
tors OP3 and OP4, the first result and the third will 
undergo a butterfly operation and similarly the second 
and the fourth will also undergo an operation. 
Thus, successive bus sections will be established with 

operators which correspond narrowly to the columns 
of the graph of FIG. 1, the sections connected to these 
operators being able to be separated, although it is not 
always necessary, by sections connected to memories 
serving for reorganizing the order in which the data 
produced by an operator must appear at the input of the 
next operator. 

In the graph of FIG. 1, four consecutive columns of 
butterfly operations can be counted to which four bus 
sections B2, B4, B6, B8 may be assigned, these sections 
being separated by sections B1, B3, B5, B7 assigned to 
four reorganization memories MEM1, MEM2, MEM3, 
MEM4. Then three columns of addition operations can 
be seen to which three bus sections B10, B12, B14 may 
be assigned separated by sections B9, B11, B13 assigned 
to three reorganization memories MEM5, MEM6, 
MEM7. The addition operators are designated by the 
letters AD and the butterfly operators by the letters OP. 

In FIG. 4 an ROM has been shown which contains 
the instructions for controlling the operators and the 
buffer memories, as well as the coefficient Cr used in the 
different butterfly operations. 
This ROM contains then in particular the successive 

addresses of the memories MEM1 to MEM7 in which a 
datum is to be recorded or from which a datum is to be 
read, since theoretically these addresses will not be 
consecutive (or in any case will not be consecutive both 
for writing and for reading). 
The ROM receives as addresses the outputs of a gen 

eral counter CP2 whose counting cycle corresponds to 
the time required for computing the whole of a transfor 
mation of n data. For example, the counting period is 
Tech /2 and the cycle is 256xTech. 

Each operator may be similar to the one which is 
shown in FIG. 5: it would include a simple arithmetic 
and logic unit UAL capable of carrying out elementary 
operations of addition, subtraction, or left right shift of 
one or two bits; it would also include registers R1, R2, 
L1, L2 for carrying out these elementary operations; 
and it would receive from the ROM control bits speci 
fying at all times the operations to be carried out. 
By changing the instructions contained in the ROM, 

the computing algorithm can be changed; by masking 
certain instructions, the algorithm may be modified for 
processing for example groups of 8 data instead of 16. 

Finally, the circuit is reversible in that, still through a 
modification of the instruction programs in the ROM, it 
makes it possible to apply data to the output of the bus 
so as to carry out a reverse transformation of the origi 
nal transformation. It should in fact be understood that 
the reverse transformation takes place, particularly for 
Beyong Ge Lee's algorithm, by passing from left to 
right right to left in the graph of FIG. 1. 
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6 
In this case, the instruction microprograms contained 

in the ROM are such that an operator of a bus section 
takes data, for processing it, coming from the following 
section and not from the preceding section. The phases 
phi and phib are permuted. 
To end this description, it must be stated that it may 

be advantageous to reorganize the graph describing the 
computation algorithm before defining the precise ar 
chitecture, that is to say the different bus sections and 
the operators and buffer memories which are attached 
thereto. 
Thus, a new presentation of the Byeong GiLee graph 

is proposed here, shown in FIG. 6, which presentation 
has the advantage of minimizing the number of bus 
sections required. 

In the graph shown in FIG. 6, the multiplier coeffici 
ents are indicated inside each block. The data must be 
presented to the input of the graph with the organiza 
tion defined by the indices xi of the column at the ex 
treme right of the graph. 
As can be seen in this graph, a first bus section B1 is 

required for carrying out the butterfly operations of the 
first column of blocks; to this section will be connected 
for example two operators OP1 and OP2 working prac 
tically in parallel; another section B2 is required for 
carrying out the operations of the second column from 
the results supplied by OP1 and OP2; hereagain, two 
other operators OP2 and OP4 may work in parallel. 

But it is not necessary to provide a data reorgani 
zation memory between these two groups of two opera 
tors, for the crossing of the computing paths of the 
graph are sufficiently simple for the reorganization to 
be made directly by the instruction microprogram 
which drives the operators OP3 and OP4. 
On the contrary, after processing by the operators 

OP3 and OP4, the reorganization is very important and 
consequently requires a third bus section B3 coupled to 
a buffer memory MEM2. 
FIG. 7 shows the construction of the circuit which 

results therefrom. 
A fourth section B4 is then provided with two opera 

tors OP5 and OP6, a fifth section B5 with two operators 
OP7 and OP8, a sixth section B6 with a reorganization 
memory MEM3 (this section and this memory are op 
tional), a seventh section B7 with an adder AD1, an 
eighth section B8 with another adder A2 (hereagain a 
reorganization memory between sections B7 and B8 
may be dispensed with); finally, a ninth section B9 is 
provided with a reorganization memory MEM4 and a 
tenth section with a last adder AD3. 

Thus, particularly efficient integrated circuit archi 
tecture has been described, particularly for implement 
ing Byeong Gi Lee's algorithm. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 

signals, performing a specific transformation of input 
signals representing a digital values x so as to produce 
signals representing n coefficients F of the form 

int 

F, -2, , ?i) 
wherein f(j,v) is a function of the indexes j and v, com 
prising: 

a signal transmission bus for unidirectionally trans 
mitting a signal of p bits representing a digital 
value; 
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switches spaced apart along the bus for letting the 
signals pass along the bus or for interrupting these 
signals, with any two adjacent switches along the 
bus being actuated in phase opposition, so as to 
divide the bus into sections, each bus section com 
municating alternately with a preceding section 
and a following section; 

computing operators are connected to certain sec 
tions of the bus and may receive successive data of 
p bits therefrom, for carrying out a computation on 9 
this data and sending resulting data over this bus 
section; 

buffer memories are connected to other bus sections 
so as to receive several successive data therefrom 
and send them over a busin an order different from 
the order in which they were received; 

microprogrammed sequences for controlling each of 
said computation operator or said buffer memory. 

2. The circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein the spe- O 
cific transformat transformation is a cosine type 
transform wherein f(,v)=cos (2j=1) wTAn 
fiv)=cos(2-1)/n), said circuit further comprising: 

at least seven successive bus sections separated by 
switches, with the first, the second, the fourth, the 25 
fifth of said bus sections being connected to the 
operators for carrying out operations of the butter 
fly type, the third of said bus section and the sixth 
of said bus section being connected to memories, 
and the seventh of said bus section being connected 
to an operator for carrying out an addition opera 
tion, the butterfly operation being an operation 
which causes two data A-B and C (A-B) to 
correspond to two data A and B. 

3. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 35 
signals as recited in claim 1 wherein at least a portion of 
said microprogrammed sequences is stored in a micropro 
gram memory. 

4. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 
signals as recited in claim 3 wherein said microprogram 40 
memory is a ROM. 

5. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 
signals as recited in claim 1 wherein at least a portion of 
said microprogrammed seguences includes addresses for 
one or more of said buffer memories. 

6. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 
signals as recited in claim 1 wherein each of said comput 
ing operators is either an addition operator or a butterfly 
operator. 

7. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 50 
signals, performing a specific transformation of input sig 
nals representing in coefficients F, so as to produce signals 
representing n digital values X, wherein the relationship of 
F, and X is of the form 

X fi 
j = 0 

F. 

and wherein fiv) is a function of the indexes j and v, the 60 
circuit comprising 

a signal transmission bus for unidirectionally transmit 
ting a signal of p bits representing a digital value 

switches spaced apart along the bus for letting the signals 
pass between the bus or for interrupting these signals, 65 
with any two adjacent switches along the bus being 
actuated in phase opposition, so as to divide the bus 
into sections, each bus section communicating alter 
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45 
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8 
nately with a preceding section and a following sec 
tion, 

computing operators are connected to certain sections of 
the bus and may receive successive data of p bits there 
from, for carrying out a computation on this data and 
sending resulting data over this bus section, 

buffer memories are connected to other bus sections so as 
to receive several successive data therefron and send 
them over a bus in an order different from the order in 
which they were received and 

a sequencer for controlling said computing operators and 
said buffer memories. 

8. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 
signals as recited in claim 7, wherein the specific transfor 
nation is a cosine type transform wherein 
fiv)=cos(2j- 1) paran said circuit further comprising: 

at least seven successive bus sections separated by 
switches, with the first, second, the fourth, the fifth of 
said bus sections, being connected to the operators for 
carrying out operations of the butterfly type, the third 
of said bus section and the sixth of said bus section 
being connected to memories, and the seventh of said 
bus section be connected to an operator for carrying 
out an addition operation, the butterfly operation 
being an operation which causes two data A-B and 
C" (A-B) to correspond to two data A and B, 

9. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 
signals as recited in claim 7 wherein said sequencer in 

30 cludes therein a plurality of microprogrammed sequences 
for controlling said computation operators and said buffer 
memories. 

10. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 
signals as recited in claim 9 wherein at least a portion of 
said microprogrammed sequences is stored in a micropro 
gram memory. 

II. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 
signals as recited in claim 10 wherein said microprogram 
memory is a ROM. 

12. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 
signals as recited in claim 9 wherein at least a portion of 
said microprogrammed sequences includes addresses for 
one or more of said buffer memories. 

13. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 
signals as recited in claim 7 wherein said sequencer is a 
microprogrammed seguencer. 

14. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 
signals as recited in claim 7 wherein each of said comput 
ing operators is either an addition operator or a butterfly 
operator. 

15. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 
signals, performing specific transformation of input signals 
representing n digital values X, so as to produce signals 
representing in coefficients F of the form 

- 
= fi yi ) F. 

wherein fiv) is a function of the indexes j and , con 
prising 

a signal transmission bus for unidirectionally transmit 
ting a signal of p bits representing a digital value 

Switches spaced apart along the bus for letting the signals 
pass along the bus or for interrupting these signals, 
with any two adjacent switches along the bus being 
actuated in phase opposition, so as to divide the bus 
into sections, each bus section communicating alter 
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computing operators are connected to certain sections of 
the bus and may receive successive data afp bits there 
from, for carrying out a computation on this data and 5 
sending resulting data over this bus section, 

buffer memories are connected to other bus sections so as 
to receive several successive data therefon and send 
then over to a bus in an order different from the order 
in which they were received and 

a sequencer for controlling said computing operators and 
said buffer memories. 

16. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 
signals as recited in claim 15, wherein the specific transfor 
nation is a cosine type transform wherein 15 
fiv)=cos(2j-i-I) wit/n), said circuit further comprising 

at least seven successive bus sections separated by 
switches, with the first, second, the fourth, the fifth of 
said bus sections, being connected to the operators for 
carrying out operations of the butterfly type, the third 20 
of said bus section and the sixth of said bus section 
being connected to memories, and the seventh of said 
bus section be connected to an operator for carrying 
out an addition operation, the butterfly operation 
being an operation which causes two data A-I-B and 25 
C" (A-B) to correspond to two data A and B. 

17. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 
signals are recited in claim 15 wherein said sequencer 
includes therein a plurality of microprogrammed sequences 
for controlling said computation operators and said buffer 30 
naenories. 

18. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 
signals as recited in claim 17 wherein at least a portion of 
said microprogrammed sequences is stored in a micropro 
gran memory. 

19. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 
signals as recited in claim 18 wherein said microprogram 
memory is a ROM. 

20. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 
signals as recited in claim 17 wherein at least a portion of 40 
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10 
said microprogrammed sequences include addresses for 
one or more of said buffer memories. 

21. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 
signals as recited in claim 15 wherein said sequencer is a 
microprogrammed sequencer. 

22. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 
signals as recited in claim 15 wherein each of said comput 
ing operators is either an addition operator or a butterfly 
operator. 

23. An integrated circuit for the digital processing of 
signals, performing specific transformation between signals 
representing n digital values X, and n coefficients F, of the 
form 

"r y) 27. ' 
wherein fiv) is a function of the indexes j and v, com 

prising 
a signal transmission bus for unidirectionally transmit 

ting a signal of p bits representing a digital value 
switches spaced apart along the bus for letting the signals 

pass along the bus or for interrupting these signals, 
with any two adjacent switches along the bus being 
actuated in phase opposition, so as to divide the bus 
into sections, each bus section communicating alter 
nately with a preceding section and a following sec 
tion 

computing operators are connected to certain sections of 
the bus and may receive successive data of p bits there 
fron, for carrying out a computation on this data and 
sending resulting data over this bus section 

buffer memories are connected to other bus sections so as 
to receive several successive data therefron and send 
then over to a bus in an order different from the order 
in which they were received and 

a sequencer for controlling said computing operators and 
said buffer memories. 

k X B 
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